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CS 6403-SOFTWARE ENGINEERING 

 

UNIT I – SOFTWARE PROCESS AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT 

 
PART-A 

 
1. What are two types of software projects?  (May/June 2012) 

2. What is Software Engineering?    (Nov/Dec 2013) 

3. Software doesn’t wear out Justify.    (Nov/Dec 2013) 

4. Why Software Architecture is important in software process?       

  (May/June-2013) 

5. What are the draw backs of Rapid Application Development of Life cycle model?  

6. List out the problem encountered the linear sequential model?  

       (Nov/Dec 2012) 

7. What is meant by blocking states in linear sequential model?  

8. What are the advantages of Prototyping model?  (May/June-2013) 

9. Write any two software engineering challenges. (Apr/May-2014) 

10. Identify in which phase of S/W life cycle the following documents are  delivered.   

  (Nov/Dec 2011)  

11. Define the terms Product and process in S/W Engg.  

12. What are the phases encompassed in the RAD model? 

                                                                                  (Nov/Dec 2012) 

13. Define a system and Computer based system  (Nov/Dec 2010) 

14. Which process model leads to S/W reuse why?  

15. State the benefits of Water fall Life cycle model for S/w Development.  

16. How does Project risk factor affect the spiral model of s/w  

   development?  

17. Define software.  (Nov/Dec 2013)    (Apr/May2010) 

18. Write down the generic process frame work activities that is applicable any s/w Project    

(May/June-2012)(Apr/May 2012) 

19. What is S/w process model? And what basis it is chosen. May/June12 

20. What is software process?  

21. Distinguish between process and methods.  (Apr/May-2014) 

22. Write short note on the various estimation techniques. 

23. What is COCOMO model? 

24. What is EVA? 

25. What is cause-and-effect graph? 

26. What are the advantages and disadvantages of size measure? 

27. What is the purpose of timeline chart? 



28. What is cause-and-effect graph? 

29. Define software availability. 

30. Mention some laws of software evolution 

PART-B 

 

1. Identify the umbrella activities in software engineering process. (Nov/Dec-2011) 

2. With suitable illustration explain about SPIRAL model evolutionary software development .(May/June 2012)  

3. Explain iterative waterfall and spiral model for software life cycle and various activities in each phase. 

(May/June 2013) 

4. Explain the advantages of adhering to life cycle model for software development.(Nov/Dec 2004,2012) 

(May/June 2009) 

5. How does the spiral model represent a process suitable to represent a real time problem.(May/June 2013) 

6. Compare and contrast waterfall model with spiral model.(May/June 2004) 

7. Which type of application suit RAD model? Justify your answer.(May/June 2013) 

8. Compare waterfall model and spiral model of software development. Give the advantages and disadvantages 

of each. 

9. Explain the incremental model .What are the advantages and disadvantages?  (May/June-

2012)(Nov/Dec-2012)(May/June-2013) 

10. As you move outward along with process flow path of the spiral model, what can we say about the s/w 

that is being developed or maintained?       (Nov/Dec-2012) 

11. What do you understand by the term of SDLC? 

12. A S/W Project which is considered to be very simple and the customer  is in position of giving all the 

requirements at the initial stage, which  process model would you prefer for developing the project?. 

13. Discuss in detail various evolutionary process models. 

14. Explain waterfall model, spiral model, RAD model, Prototype model.   

   (Nov/Dec-2011)(May/June-2012)(Nov/Dec-2012)(Apr/May-2013) 

15. Explain in detail project structure and programming team structure of a   S/w organization?  

  (May/June-2012) 

16. Compare and contrast the different life cycle model.(Nov/Dec 2014) 

17. Compare and contrast the different life cycle model distinguish the  

   strength and weakness. 

18. Discuss in detail about any two evolutionary process. (Apr/May 14) 

19. Discuss about the classic waterfall process model. (Apr/May 14) 

20. Explain the prototype paradigm in process models. (Apr/May 14) 

21. Briefly calculating Earned Value measures.                MAY/JUN 2012 

22.  Define Risk. Explain its four major categories.          MAY/JUN 2012 

23.  Write Short notes on ESTIMACS and software maintenance cost.   

                                                                                                   MAY/JUN 2012 

24. Describe the steps involved in project scheduling process.   



          MAY/JUN 2013 

     25. Explain the salient features of COCOMO model for cost estimation   

          Bring out Different variant of this model.    
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UNIT II – REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS AND SPECIFICATION 

PART-A 
 

1. Why SRS must be traceable? What is traceability requirement?       

  (Nov/Dec 2012) 

2. What are non functional requirements of a software?(Nov/Dec 2012) 

3. What is outcome of feasibility study?  (May /june 2012) 

4. Distinguish between expected requirements and exciting requirements. 

5. What is data dictionary?     (May/June 2012) 

6. How requirements are collected for “user interface” of software? 

7. Differentiate dataflow diagram and state transition diagram. Nov/Dec 06 

8. Why it is so difficult to gain a clear understanding of what customer wants?     

  (Nov/Dec 07) 

9. Create a data dictionary that provides with precise definition of telephone number, it should indicate where 

data item is used. 

10. Define User and System requirements. 

11. Identify ambiguities and omissions in the functional requirements.  

  What question would you ask to clarify these functional requirements?     

 (Nov 08) 

12. How do we use the models that we create during requirement  

  analysis? 

13. List out requirement engineering. 

14. Define functional and non functional requirements.    (Dec 10) 

15. What do requirement processes involve?   (Apr/May 12) 

16. List two advantages of traceability tables in the requirements  

  management phase. 

17. List the notations used in data models.   (Apr/May 14) 

18. Write the characteristics of requirements. 

19. Define entity and attribute.      (Apr/May 13) 

20. What is requirement engineering? 

21. What are the various types of traceability in software engineering? 

22. What are the characteristics of SRS?    (Apr/May 12) 

23. Define Petri nets. 



24. What are the objectives of analysis modeling? 

PART-B 

 

1. Narrate the importance of software specification of requirements .Explain typical SRS structure and its 

parts.(Nov/Dec 2012) 

2. Explain the feasibility studies. What are the outcomes? Does it have either explicit or implicit effects on 

software requirement collection? (May/June 2013) 

3. Describe how software requirements are documented? State the importance of documentation. 

4. What is data dictionary? Give example. 

5. What is requirement engineering? State its process and explain the elicitation problem. 

6. Develop a dataflow diagram for burgar alarm system along with entity relationship diagram.(Apr/May 2010) 

8. TNEB would like to automate its billing process. Customers apply for a connection 

(domestic/commercial).EB staff take reading and update the system. Each customer is required to pay 

charges bi-monthly according to rates set for the types of connection. Customers can choose to pay either 

by cash/card. A bill is generated on payment. Monthly reports are provided to EB Manager.  

   (i) Give a name for the system. 

   (ii) Draw the Level-0 DFD (control flow diagram) 

  (iii) Draw the Level-DFD.    Nov/Dec 2013 

9.  Explain functional and non functional requirements. 

10. Explain the concept of feasibility studies. 

11 .Explain the functional and behavioral models for software   

     requirement process.   

12. Explain in detail about SRS for Hospital Management System     

13. Develop complete use case for the following making a withdrawal  

     from ATM in a bank. 

14. Develop complete use case for the following searching books based  

     on title in an online book store. 

15. Explain the metrics used for specifying non functional requirements. 

16. Show the templates of IEEE standard software requirements document. 

17. Develop the use case diagram for Coffee vendor machine. Nov/dec  

     13 

18. For the requirements given below identify stakeholders, functional and nonfunctional requirements.ATM. 

  Nov/Dec 13 

19. What are the components of the standard structure for the software requirements document?  

 Apr/May 14 

20. Write the SRS for a system of your choice. Apr/May 14 
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UNIT III – SOFTWARE DESIGN  

PART-A 
 

1.    How do you evaluate user interface? 

2.    What do you mean by horizontal and vertical partition?  

3.    Brief the importance of user interface.    

4.    What is the work product of software design process and who does it? 

5.    Define the term software architecture. 

6.    What is meant by transaction mapping? How it is used in software design?    

7.    Distinguish between horizontal partition and vertical partition. 

8.    What are the various models produced by the software design   

    process? 

9.   What are the quality parameters considered for effective modular  

    design?    (Or) 

   State different criteria’s applied to evaluate an effective modular 

   system. 

   11.  In what way abstraction differs from refinement? 

   12.  List out atleast four design principles of a good design. 

   13. “Modularity is the single attribute of the Software that allows a  

          program to be intellectually manageable “How this is true? 

   14.   List out the elements of analysis model. 

   15.   What is the type of coupling? 

   16.   Name the three levels of abstraction, which are in practice for the  

          design. 

   17.   What are the steps involved in design stage of a software. 

   18.   What are various supporting documents to be prepared for the 

          software?  Explain. 

   19. What is the architectural Style? 

   20. What are the types of interface design? 

   21. Why modularity is important in software projects? 

   22. Why it is necessary to design the system architecture before  

          Specifications are completed?   

    23. How can we evaluate a design method to determine if is will lead to   

         effective modularity? 

    24. If a module has logical cohesion what kind coupling is this module  

          likely to have with others. 



    25. What is system design? 

    26. Define interface design. 

    27.  List the architectural models that can be developed.      (Dec 10) 

    28. List out design methods.                                                  (May 2012) 

    29. What are the design quality attributes “FURPS” meant?     (Dec 2012) 

    30. Define data abstraction.          (May 2013) 

    31. What is software architecture?                                                (May 2014) 

 
PART-B 
 

1. Describe decomposition levels of abstraction and modularity 
           concepts in software design. 
 
2. Discuss the impact of cohesion, coupling, fan-in, fan-out and  
            factoring in design phase. 
 
3. Describe the architectural design of software. 
 
4. Explain the importance of user interface design for the sale of software 

 
5.  Discuss the details about the design process in software development process. 

 
6. What is transform mapping? Explain the process with illustration. What is its strength and weakness? 

 
7. Explain about the various design concepts considered during design. 

 
8.  Write down the guidelines for general user interaction in software development. 

 

. 
 

9. Describe transform and transactional mapping by applying design steps to an example system. 
 

10. Illustrate and explain the modularity based on observations of human problem solving. 
 

11. Describe the primary differences between structured analysis and object oriented analysis. 
 

12. Describe the concepts of cohesion and coupling. State difference between cohesion and coupling with 
a suitable example. 
 

13. Explain interface design activities. What steps do we perform to accomplish interface design?  
     May13 
 

14. Explain golden rules of interface design.      May09 
 

  15.      Explain various modular decomposition and control styles                     commonly used in any 
organizational model.                  (Dec 2010).  
   
  16.      Tabulate the differences between coupling and cohesion with  
             respect to modular design. 
 
  17.     Discus the design heuristics for effective modularity design. 
             (May   2013)  
  18.     Explain in details about any for architectural styles.    (May 2014) 
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UNIT IV– TESTING AND IMPLEMENTATION  

 
PART-A 

 
1. What are static and dynamic software testing? 

2. What is Stress Testing? 

3. What is partial integration testing? 

4. Why testing is important with respect to software? 

5. How regression and stress tests are performed? 

6. Define cyclomatic complexity.     May14 

7. Write the types of system tests. 

8. Write short notes on equivalence partitioning. 

9. What is white box testing and what is the difficulty while exercising it? 

10. What is behavioural testing? 

11. What is cyclomatic complexity? How to calculate this? 

12. Write the steps involved in testing real time systems. 

13. What are the objectives of unit testing? 

14. Assume a program for computing the roots of a quadratic equation. List out the test cases using 

equivalence partitioning. 

15. What are the steps for top-down integration? 

16. Distinguish between verification and validation. 

17. Mention any two characteristics of software testing.  May13 

18. Which is called as a glass box testing? What is objective of this? 

19. List out the data structure errors identified during the unit testing. 

20. Calculate the cyclomatic complexity for the following program. Explain your approach. 

21. What is a critical module and why should we identify it? 

22. What is meant by smoke testing? 

23. What is difference between alpha and beta testing? 

24. Will the exhaustive testing guarantee that the program is 100 % correct? 

25. What is meant by integration testing?    May09 

26. State any four software testing principles.    Dec09 

27. What is unit testing?      May10 

28. In unit testing of a module it is found for a set of test data at a maximum 90% of the code alone were 

tested with the probability of success 09.what is the reliability of the module?   Dec11 

29. With a simple example establish that 100 % testing is impossible. 

30. Distinguish between stress and load testing.   May12 



31. What is Big-Bang approach?     Dec12 

32. How are the software testing results related to the reliability of the software?    

    Dec13 

33. What are the levels at which testing is done?   Dec13 

34. What are the classes of loops that can be tested?   May14 

35. Write about drivers and stubs. 

36.  What are the approaches of integration testing? 
 

37. What are the benefits of smoke testing? 
 

38. What are the conditions exists after performing validation testing? 
 

39. What are the common approaches in debugging? 

 

PART-B 

 

1. How do you define test cases for a software and explain how do you organize and perform various testing? 

2. What is meant by integration testing and system testing? Explain on their outcomes. 

3. Explain the concept of independence test group in software testing. 

4. Explain how loop constructs are tested in software? 

5. Describe unit testing and integration testing. How test plans are generated? 

6. Discuss in detail Alpha and Beta testing. 

7. Write short notes on data flow testing, integration testing 

8. Explain about black box testing methods and its advantages and draw backs. 

9. What are the various testing strategies to software testing? Discuss them briefly. 

10. Distinguish between black box and white box testing. 

11. What do you mean by boundary value analysis? Give two examples of boundary value testing. 

12. Distinguish among Error/Fault/Failure.                                  

(Or) 

  Distinguish between software fault and failure. 

13.  Distinguish between defects and errors. 

14. How reliable can be ensured for a project? 

15. Write a note on equivalence partitioning and boundary value analysis of black box testing. 

16. What is unit testing? Why it is so important? Explain the unit test consideration and test procedure. 

17. Find the boundary value test cases for the following :  

If  x is less than level 1 go to 100 else 200 

If y is greater than level 2 go to 300 else 400 

18. When do you stop testing? Justify your answer with two illustrations. 

19. Design test case for the following program : 

GCD (X, Y) if X=Y, then X 

Else if X>Y, then GCD(X-Y, Y) 

Else GCD(X, Y-X) 



end if 

end if 

20. Narrate the path testing procedure in detail with a sample code. 

21. Explain the various types of black box testing methods. 

22. Describe the testing objectives and its principles. 

23. What are the attributes of a “good” test? Explain the test case design. 

24. How the RST (Reflexive, Symmetric and transitivity) condition is verified in black box testing? Explain 

with example. 

25. Explain integration testing. What are the steps for Top down integration and bottom up integration? 

Compare and contrast top-down and bottom-up integration testing.  

(Or) 

Explain the integration test in detail.              May13 

26. Briefly discuss the following : 

i) Test case design and Test suit 

ii) Verification and validation 

iii) Alpha beta and acceptance testing 

27. Explain in detail about integration testing and validation testing? With an example.   

                May10 

28. Illustrate Black box testing with an example. Write short note on Unit testing and debugging.  

             May 10 

29. What are the characteristics of good tester?   Dec10 

30. Design a black box testing for an underwater submarine. Dec11 

31. Given a set of numbers ’n’, the function FindPrime (a[ ],n) prints a number- if it is a prime number. 

Draw a control flow graph, calculate the cyclomatic complexity and enumerate all paths. State how many test 

case-s are needed to adequately cover the code in terms of branches, decisions and statement? Develop 

the necessary test cases using sample values for ‘a’ and ‘n’.    Dec13 

32. How is testing different form debugging? Justify.  Dec10 

33. Write a program for sorting of n numbers. Draw the flow chart find out the cyclomatic complexity. 

    Dec11. 

34. What is equivalence class partitioning? List the rules used to define valid and invalid equivalence 

classes.   Dec13 

35. What is BVA? Explain the technique specifying rules and is usage with the help of an example. 

    Dec13 

36. Explain in detail about integration testing in detail. May 14 

37. Explain in detail about basis path testing.  May 14 
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UNIT V – PROJECT MANAGEMENT 

 
PART-A 

 
1.  What is risk assessment? Give algorithm. (May/June 2012) 

2.  What are software planning activities? 

3.  Write short notes on empirical estimation models. 

4.  What is standardization for the software metrics? 

5.  What are the project indicators and how do they help a project  

  manager? 

6.   Distinguish between direct and indirect measures of metrics. 

7.   Differentiate between size oriented and function oriented metrics. 

8.   Define basic equation for the effort estimation models. 

9.   List down few process and product metrics. 

10.  Define software measure. 

11.  How to measure the FP? 

12.  List out the different approaches to size of the software. 

13. What are risk management activities?   May 09 

14. Mention difference between organic mode and embedded mode in   

  cocomo model.      May 09 

15. What information does a s/w project plan provide? May 10 

16. What are the processes of risk management?  Dec 10  

17. Name the metrics for specifying non-functional requirements. Dec 11 

18. What are predictable risks? 

19. What is Project planning?    May 12 

20. An organic s/w occupies 15,000 LOC. How many programmers are  

  needed to complete?     Dec12 

21. What do you mean by estimation risk?   May 13 

22. Define s/w quality. 

23. What is risk?       Dec 13 

24. What is scheduling? 

25. What is error tracking? May 14 

 

PART-B 

1. Write short notes on COCOMO estimation criteria, Software metrics. 

2. Explain the need for s/w measures and describe various metrics. 

3. Describe two metrics which have been used to measure s/w. Discuss clearly advantages and disadvantages. 



4. Explain about FP metric in detail. 

5. Task scheduling with an example. 

6. Discuss on planning, scheduling and cost estimation of project development. 

7. Describe the steps involved in risk management. 

8. Describe direct measures in detail. 

9. Draw a decision tree to support the make –buy decision. Explain 

10. Write down the concept of outsourcing in make buy decision. 

11. How to track the schedule? Give an illustration. 

12. What is software equation? Explain in detail the element in it. 

13. What are the metrics used for estimating cost? Discuss in detail about the COCOMO model in cost 

estimation of the software. 

14. Using COCOMO, estimates time required for the following 

I) A semi detached model of software project of 2000 lines 

II) An embedded model of software of 30,000 lines 

III) An organic model of software of one lakh lines. 

IV) An organic model of software of 10 lakh lines. 

  15. How is earned value computed to assess the progress? 

16. Explain the scheduling of the software project. 

17. Explain the task network. Construct a schematic task network for a  

     concept development project. 

18. How to compute a task set selector for the project? Explain with  

    suitable illustration. 

19. Explain in detail COCOMO model.    (Nov/Dec13) 

20. Compute the FP for a payroll program that reads a file of employees  

     and file of information for the current month and prints cheques for all  

     the employees. The program is capable of handling an interactive  

    command to print an individually request cheque immediately.  

        (Apr/May 09) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


